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Abstract

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been recently pro-
posed as a new technique for pattern recognition. In this
paper, the SVMs with a binary tree recognition strategy are
used to tackle the face recognition problem. We illustrate
the potential of SVMs on the Cambridge ORL face database,
which consists of 400 images of 40 individuals, containing
quite a high degree of variability in expression, pose, and fa-
cial details. We also present the recognition experiment on
a larger face database of 1079 images of 137 individuals.
We compare the SVMs based recognition with the standard
eigenface approach using the Nearest Center Classification
(NCC) criterion.
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1 Introduction

Face recognition technology can be used in wide range
of applications such as identity authentication, access con-
trol, and surveillance. Interests and research activities in
face recognition have increased significantly over the past
few years [12] [16] [2]. A face recognition system should be
able to deal with various changes in face images. However,
“the variations between the images of the same face due to
illumination and viewing direction are almost always larger
than image variations due to change in face identity” [7].
This presents a great challenge to face recognition. Two is-
sues are central, the first is what features to use to represent a
face. A face image subjects to changes in viewpoint, illumi-
nation, and expression. An effective representation should
be able to deal with possible changes. The second is how to
classify a new face image using the chosen representation.

In geometric feature-based methods [12] [5] [1], facial
features such as eyes, nose, mouth, and chin are detected.
Properties and relations such as areas, distances, and angles,

between the features are used as the descriptors of faces.
Although being economical and efficient in achieving data
reduction and insensitive to variations in illumination and
viewpoint, this class of methods rely heavily on the extrac-
tion and measurement of facial features. Unfortunately, fea-
ture extraction and measurement techniques and algorithms
developed to date have not been reliable enough to cater to
this need [4].

In contrast, template matching and neural methods [16]
[2] generally operate directly on an image-based represen-
tation of faces, i.e. pixel intensity array. Because the detec-
tion and measurement of geometric facial features are not re-
quired, this class of methods have been more practical and
easy to implement as compared to geometric feature-based
methods.

One of the most successful template matching methods is
the eigenface method [15], which is based on the Karhunen-
Loeve transform (KLT) or the principal component analy-
sis (PCA) for the face representation and recognition. Ev-
ery face image in the database is represented as a vector of
weights, which is the projection of the face image to the ba-
sis in the eigenface space. Usually the nearest distance cri-
terion is used for face recognition.

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been recently
proposed by Vapnik and his co-workers [17] as a very ef-
fective method for general purpose pattern recognition. In-
tuitively, given a set of points belonging to two classes, a
SVM finds the hyperplane that separates the largest possible
fraction of points of the same class on the same side, while
maximizing the distance from either class to the hyperplane.
According to Vapnik [17], this hyperplane is called Optimal
Separating Hyperplane (OSH) which minimizes the risk of
misclassifying not only the examples in the training set but
also the unseen examples of the test set.

The application of SVMs to computer vision problem
have been proposed recently. Osuna et al [9] train a SVM
for face detection, where the discrimination is between two
classes: face and non-face, each with thousands of exam-
ples. Pontil and Verri [10] use the SVMs to recognize 3D
objects which are obtained from the Columbia Object Image



Library (COIL) [8]. However, the appearances of these ob-
jects are explicitly different, and hence the discriminations
between them are not too difficult. Roobaert et al [11] re-
peat the experiments again, and argue that even a simple
matching algorithm can deliver nearly the same accuracy as
SVMs. Thus, it seems that the advantage of using SVMs is
not obvious.

It is difficult to discriminate or recognize different per-
sons (hundrends or thousands) by their faces [6] because of
the similarity of faces. In this research, we focus on the face
recognition problem, and show that the discrimination func-
tions learned by SVMs can give much higher recognition ac-
curacy than the popular standard eigenface approach [15].
Eigenfaces are used to represent face images [15]. After the
features are extracted, the discrimination functions between
each pair are learned by SVMs. Then, the disjoint test set
enters the system for recognition. We propose to construct
a binary tree structure to recognize the testing samples. We
present two sets of experiments. The first experiment is on
the Cambridge Olivetti Research Lab (ORL) face database
of 400 images of 40 individuals. The second is on a larger
data set of 1079 images of 137 individuals, which consists
of the database of Cambridge, Bern, Yale, Harvard, and our
own.

In Section 2, the basic theory of support vector machines
is described. Then in Section 3, we present the face recogni-
tion experiments by SVMs and carry out comparisons with
other approaches. The conclusion is given in Section 4.

2 Support Vector Machines for Pattern
Recognition2.1 Basic Theory of Support Vector Ma-chines

For a two-class classification problem, the goal is to sep-
arate the two classes by a function which is induced from
available examples. Consider the examples in Fig. 1 (a),
where there are many possible linear classifiers that can sep-
arate the data, but there is only one (shown in Fig. 1 (b)) that
maximizes the margin (the distance between the hyperplane
and the nearest data point of each class). This linear classi-
fier is termed the optimal separating hyperplane (OSH). In-
tuitively, we would expect this boundary to generalize well
as opposed to the other possible boundaries shown in Fig. 1
(a).

Consider the
problem of separating the set of training vectors belong to
two separate classes, (x1; y1); : : : ; (xl; yl), where xi 2 Rn,yi 2 f�1;+1g with a hyperplane wx + b = 0. The set of
vectors is said to be optimally separated by the hyperplane
if it is separated without error and the margin is maximal. A

canonical hyperplane [17] has the constraint for parametersw and b: minxi yi(w � xi + b) = 1.
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(a) (b)Figure 1. Classi�cation between two classes us-ing hyperplanes: (a). arbitrary hyperplanes l,m and n; (b). the optimal separating hyper-plane with the largest margin identi�ed by thedashed lines, passing the two support vectors.
A separating hyperplane in canonical form must satisfy

the following constraints,yi [(w � xi) + b] � 1; i = 1; : : : ; l (1)

The distance of a point x from the hyperplane is,d(w; b;x) = jw � x+ bjk w k (2)

The margin is 2kwk according to its definition. Hence the
hyperplane that optimally separates the data is the one that
minimizes �(w) = 12 k w k2 (3)

The solution to the optimization problem of (3) under the
constraints of (1) is given by the saddle point of the La-
grange functional,L(w; b; �) = 12 k w k2 � lXi=1 �i fyi [(w � xi) + b]� 1g

(4)
where �i are the Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrangian

has to be minimized with respect to w, b and maximized
with respect to �i � 0. Classical Lagrangian duality en-
ables the primal problem (4) to be transformed to its dual
problem, which is easier to solve. The dual problem is given
by, max� W (�) = max� �minw;b L(w; b; �)� (5)

The solution to the dual problem is given by,



�� = argmin� lXi=1 �i � 12 lXi=1 lXj=1�i�jyiyjxi � xj (6)

with constraints,�i � 0; i = 1; : : : ; l (7)lXi=1 �iyi = 0 (8)

Solving Equation (6) with constraints (7) and (8) deter-
mines the Lagrange multipliers, and the OSH is given by,�w = lXi=1 ��iyixi (9)�b = �12 �w � [xr + xs] (10)

where xr and xs are support vectors, satisfying,��r; ��s > 0; yr = 1; ys = �1 (11)

For a new data point x, the classification is then,f(x) = sign � �w � x+ �b� (12)

So far the discussion has been restricted to the case where
the training data is linearly separable. To generalize the
OSH to the non-separable case, slack variables �i are intro-
duced [3]. Hence the constraints of (1) are modified asyi [(w � xi) + b] � 1� �i; �i � 0; i = 1; : : : ; l (13)

The generalized OSH is determined by minimizing,�(w; �) = 12 k w k2 +C lXi=1 �i (14)

(where C is a given value) subject to the constraints of
(13).

This optimization problem can also be transformed to its
dual problem, and the solution is,�� = argmin� lXi=1 �i � 12 lXi=1 lXj=1 �i�jyiyjxi � xj (15)

with constraints,0 � �i � C; i = 1; : : : ; l (16)

lXi=1 �iyi = 0 (17)

The solution to this minimization problem is identical to
the separable case except for a modification of the bounds of
the Lagrange multipliers.

We only use the linear classifier in this research, so we
do not further discuss the non-linear decision surfaces. See
[17] for more about SVMs.2.2 Multi-class Recognition

Previous subsection describes the basic theory of SVM
for two class classification. A multi-class pattern recogni-
tion system can be obtained by combining two class SVMs.
Usually there are two schemes for this purpose. One is the
one-against-all strategy to classify between each class and
all the remaining; The other is the one-against-one strategy
to classify between each pair. While the former often leads
to ambiguous classification [10], we adopt the latter one for
our face recognition system.

We propose to construct a bottom-up binary tree for clas-
sification. Suppose there are eight classes in the data set, the
decision tree is shown in Fig. 2, where the numbers 1-8 en-
code the classes. Note that the numbers encoding the classes
are arbitrary without any means of ordering. By comparison
between each pair, one class number is chosen representing
the “winner” of the current two classes. The selected classes
(from the lowest level of the binary tree) will come to the up-
per level for another round of tests. Finally, the unique class
will appear on the top of the tree.

1 2 3 4 6 7 85

1 6 73

1 6

1Figure 2. The binary tree structure for 8 classesface recognition. For a coming test face, it iscompared with each two pairs, and the win-ner will be tested in an upper level until thetop of the tree. The numbers 1-8 encode theclasses. By bottom-up comparison of each pair,the unique class number will �nally appear onthe top of the tree.
Denote the number of classes as c, the SVMs learn c(c�1)2

discrimination functions in the training stage, and carry out



comparisons of c�1 times under the fixed binary tree struc-
ture. If c does not equal to the power of 2, we can decomposec as: c = 2n1+2n2+: : :+2nI , wheren1 � n2 � : : : � nI .
Because any natural number (even or odd) can be decom-
posed into finite positive integers which are the power of 2.
If c is an odd number,nI = 0; if c is even, nI > 0. Note that
the decomposition is not unique, but the number of compar-
isons in the test stage is always c� 1.

For example, given c = 40, we can decompose it as40 = 32 + 8. In testing stage, we do the tests firstly in the
tree with 32 leaves and then another tree with 8 leaves. Fi-
nally, we compare these two outputs to determine the true
class in another tree with only two leaves. The total number
of comparisons for one query are 39.

3 Experimental Results

Two sets of experiments are presented to evaluate and
compare the SVMs based algorithm with other recognition
approaches.3.1 Face Recognition on the ORL FaceDatabase

The first experiment is performed on the Cambridge ORL
face database, which contains 40 distinct persons. Each per-
son has ten different images, taken at different times. We
show four individuals (in four rows) in the ORL face im-
ages in Fig. 3. There are variations in facial expressions
such as open/closed eyes, smiling/nonsmiling, and facial de-
tails such as glasses/no glasses. All the images were taken
against a dark homogeneous background with the subjects
in an up-right, frontal position, with tolerance for some side
movements. There is also some variations in scale.

Figure 3. Four individuals (each in one row) inthe ORL face database. There are 10 imagesfor each person.
There are several approaches for classification of the

ORL database images. In [14], a hidden Markov model
(HMM) based approach is used, and the best model resulted

in a 13% error rate. Later, Samaria extends the top-down
HMM [14] with pseudo two-dimensional HMMs [13], and
the error rate reduces to 5%. Lawrence et al [6] takes the
convolutional neural network (CNN) approach for the clas-
sification of ORL database, and the best error rate reported
is 3:83%(in the average of three runs).

In our face
recognition experiments on the ORL database, we select 200
samples (5 for each individual) randomly as the training set,
from which we calculate the eigenfaces and train the support
vector machines (SVMs). The remaining 200 samples are
used as the test set. Such procedures are repeated for four
times, i.e., four runs, which results in 4 groups of data. For
each group, we calculate the error rates versus the number
of eigenfaces (from 10-100). Figure 4 shows the results of
the average of four runs. For comparison, we show the re-
sults of SVM and NCC [15] in the same figure. It is obvious
that the error rates of SVM is much lower than that of NCC.
The average minimum error rate of SVM in average is 3:0%,
while the NCC is 5:25%. The minimum error rate of SVM
in average is lower than the reported results 3:83% (in three
runs) of CNN [6]. If we choose the best results among the
four groups, the lowest error rate of the SVM can achieve1:5%.
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Figure 4. Comparison of error rates versus thenumber of eigenfaces of the standard NCC andSVM algorithms on the ORL face database.3.2 Face Recognition on a Larger Com-pound Database
The second experiment is performed on a compound data

set of 1079 face images of 137 persons, which consists of
five databases:

(1). The Cambridge ORL face database described pre-
viously. (2). The Bern database contains frontal views of
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Figure 5. Comparison of error rates versus thenumber of eigenfaces of the standard NCCand SVM algorithms on the compound facedatabase.
30 persons. (3). The Yale database contains 15 persons.
For each person, ten of its 11 frontal view images are ran-
domly selected. (4). Five persons are selected from the Har-
vard database. (5). A database of our own, composed of
179 frontal views of 47 Chinese students, each person hav-
ing three or four images taken at different facial expression,
viewpoints and facial details.

A subset of the compound data set is used as the training
set for computing the eigenfaces, and learning the discrim-
ination functions by SVMs. It is composed of 544 images:
five images per person are randomly chosen from the Cam-
bridge, Bern, Yale, and Harvard databases, and two images
per person are randomly chosen from our own database. The
remaining 535 images are used as the test set.

In this experiment, the number of classes c = 137, and
the SVMs based methods are trained for c(c�1)2 = 18632
pairs. To construct the binary trees for testing, we decom-
pose 137 = 32 + 32 + 32 + 32 + 8 + 1. So we have 4
binary trees each with 32 leaves, denoted as T1, T2, T3, andT4, respectively, and one binary tree with 8 leaves, denoted
as T5, and one class is left, coded as lc. The 4 classes appear
at the top of T1, T2, T3, and T4 are used to construct another
4-leaf binary tree T6. The outputs of T5 and T6 construct a
2-leaf binary tree T7. Finally, the output of T7 and the left
class lc will construct another 2-leaf tree T8. The true class
will appear at the top of T8.

For each query, the SVMs need testing for 136 times. Al-
though the number of comparisons seem high, the process
is fast, as each test just computes an inner product and only
uses its sign.

Our construction of the binary decision trees has some

similarity to the “tennis tournament” proposed by Pontil and
Verri [10] in their 3D object recognition. However, they as-
sume there are 2K players, and they just select 32 objects
from 100 in the COIL images [8]. They do not address the
problem when an arbitrary number of objects are encoun-
tered. Through the construction of several binary trees, we
can solve a recognition problem with any number of classes.

We compare SVMs with the standard eigenface method
[15] which takes the nearest center classification (NCC) cri-
terion. Both approaches start with the eigenface features,
but different in the classification algorithm. The error rates
are calculated as the function of the number of eigenfaces,
i.e., the feature dimensions. We display the results in Fig.
5. The minimum error rate of SVM is 8:79%, which is much
better than the 15:14% of NCC.

4 Conclusions

We have presented the face recognition experiments us-
ing linear support vector machines with a binary tree clas-
sification strategy. As shown in the comparison with other
techniques, it appears that the SVMs can be effectively
trained for face recognition. The experimental results show
that the SVMs are a better learning algorithm than the near-
est center approach for face recognition.
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